The Colby Community College Criminal Justice Association Seal is symbolic of the united effort on the part of all students and graduates of the Criminal Justice Program to maintain the high ideals of the criminal justice profession. Each facet of the Colby Community College Criminal Justice Association – academic achievement, intellect, strength and integrity – is embodied in the symbols and colors of the Seal.

The Shield represents the role of defender and protector of justice and authority. Embedded within the Shield is the double-edged, two-handed Sword. This symbolizes academic excellence through penetrating intellect, virtue and strength. Affixed to the Sword’s quillion is the Scale of Justice, representing impartiality and deliberation. The four primary points of the Star is symbolic of having found life’s path. The four minor points of the Star represent the unity of our students and graduates. The remaining 15 points of the Star is symbolic of all possibilities open for our students and graduates.

The motivating ideals of the Colby Community College Criminal Justice Association are expressed in the colors of the Seal. The gold edge surrounding the Seal represents our members’ generosity and elevation of mind. The blue background symbolizes their loyalty to the Program and Association, while the white lettering and outline of the Shield stand for peace and sincerity.